ABSTRACT The vehicular localization is a crucial technique in autonomous vehicle systems. This paper addresses an adaptive tracking method for robust vehicular localization even in shadowing conditions. The proposed tracking estimator consists of attitude estimation and position estimation. For the attitude estimation, the tracking estimator relies on inertial measurement unit (IMU) and a global positioning system (GPS). According to the shadowing condition, the presented estimator adaptively selects the IMU data and the GPS information in order to continuously estimate the vehicle attitude. Then, the tracking estimator utilizes the attitude estimates and the on-board diagnostics II (OBD-II) information in order to accurately estimate the vehicle position. The adaptive tracking approach allows robust vehicular localization since the vehicle attitude can reliably be achieved in shadowing and non-shadowing areas. Furthermore, the adaptive tracking method effectively exploits one extended Kalman filter for the estimations of vehicle attitude and position. This significantly alleviates the complexity of the tracking estimator. The simulation results verify that the adaptive tracking estimator accurately tracks the vehicle trajectory even in shadowing areas. The results also exhibit that the proposed tracking estimator outperforms the conventional tracking estimators in the aspects of localization performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, much attention has been paid to autonomous vehicle systems, which are expected as main consumer applications in near future [1] . The autonomous vehicle systems require reliable vehicular localization for their proper operations [2] . Conventionally, the global position system (GPS) is a popular device for vehicular localization. For accurate localization, the autonomous vehicle systems might rely on advanced wireless networks including 5G cellular systems and internet-of-things (IoT) [3] , [4] . Such localization methods exploit microwave signals for position estimation, which is based on time difference of arrival (TDoA) [5] , received signal strength (RSS) [6] , or direction of arrival (DoA) [7] . However, the localization techniques render poor estimation performance due to channel effects such as deep fading or severe inter-symbol interference in shadowing areas [8] .
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Some localization schemes employ visual lightening communications (VLC) [9] in order to overcome the channel effects. However, the VLC services are in an outage state in non-lineof-sight (NLOS) conditions, which often occur in shadowing areas.
For reliable vehicular localization in shadowing areas, some localization approach relies on inertial measurements [10] . The method estimates vehicle attitude and vehicle position for the localization. For the attitude estimation, various techniques have been proposed [11] - [18] . Among those methods, the localization scheme [10] can employ the attitude estimation method based on a 9-axis inertial measurement unit (IMU) [12] . The 9-axis IMU includes accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer. The attitude estimation [12] achieves the inertial measurements from the 9-axis IMU. Then, the estimation approach transforms the inertial measurements into the vehicle attitude using an extended Kalman filter [19] . For the transformation, the attitude estimation relies on the quaternion approach [20] . The quaternions are widely used as the parameters for the attitude representation. In the attitude estimation, the quaternion approach exhibits the following advantages: non-singularity and less intensive computation [10] . After the attitude estimation, the localization approach [10] estimates the vehicle position. For the position estimation, the localization scheme [10] exploits the speed information from the on-board diagnostics II (OBD-II) that most vehicles employ. In the case of position estimation, the localization method utilizes a linear Kalman filter [21] . In the case of 9-axis IMU, the localization approach [10] never relies on any microwave signal in the estimations of vehicle attitude and position. Therefore, the approach can produce accurate position estimates even in the shadowing areas. However, the magnetometer of the 9-axis IMU requires calibrations in order to produce accurate measurements [22] . This often prevents a long-distance driving. In the case of 9-axis IMU, the available driving distance is less than 4 km [10] . Among the conventional attitude estimation methods [11] - [18] , the localization method [10] can adopt another estimation technique, which determines the vehicle attitude using the 6-axis IMU measurements and the GPS data [11] . The 6-axis IMU just includes accelerometer and gyroscope. Therefore, the method [11] never requires a calibration for the magnetometer. This indicates that the estimation method is suitable for a long-distance driving in non-shadowing areas. However, the approach [11] is susceptible to shadowing areas since the GPS signal is unavailable in the areas. Moreover, the localization approach utilizes one EKF and one linear Kalman filter for attitude estimation and position estimation, respectively [10] . This increases the complexity of the conventional localizer.
We propose an adaptive tracking estimator for robust vehicular localization in shadowing areas. Like the conventional localizer [10] , the presented tracking estimator also consists of attitude estimation and position estimation. According to the shadowing condition, the proposed estimator adaptively selects the IMU measurements and the GPS information. The novel tracking estimator guarantees robust localization even in the case of long-distance driving regardless of the shadowing condition. The proposed tracking estimator effectively exploits the merits of the conventional attitude estimations [11] , [12] . In other words, the presented estimator adaptively selects one attitude estimation method between the two methods of [11] and [12] according to the shadowing condition. If the vehicle moves in non-shadowing areas, the GPS signal is available. Therefore, the novel tracking estimator exploits the method of [11] for the attitude estimation. In the cases of shadowing areas, the proposed tracking estimator relies on the approach of [12] for the attitude estimation. Note that most routes usually belong to nonshadowing areas during the vehicle driving. This indicates that the adaptive tracking estimator relies on the magnetometer only in the rare shadowing areas. Therefore, the presented tracking estimator can calibrate the magnetometer even in a driving since it is not used in non-shadowing areas. This guarantees a long-distance driving regardless of the shadowing condition. Furthermore, the adaptive tracking method just relies on one EKF for the estimations of vehicle attitude and position. This considerably reduces the complexity of the conventional localizer [10] , which requires one linear Kalman filter in addition to one EKF.
Simulation results show that the adaptive tracking estimator is superior to the conventional tracking estimators in the aspects of localization performance. They also confirm that the proposed tracking estimator can accurately track the long-distance vehicle trajectory regardless of the shadowing condition.
II. RELATED WORKS
The architecture of the proposed tracking estimator is similar to that of the conventional localizer [10] . In the presented tracking estimator, the attitude estimation is based on the two estimation methods. One approach uses the 6-axis IMU measurements and the GPS information [11] . The other technique uses the 9-axis IMU measurements [12] . A. CONVENTIONAL LOCALIZER Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of the conventional localizer [10] . The localizer is composed of the attitude estimation and the position estimation. For the attitude estimation, the EKF can receive the measurement information from the 6-axis IMU/GPS or the 9-axis IMU. Then, the EKF generates the attitude estimates (roll/pitch/yaw). For the position estimation, the linear Kalman filter receives the attitude estimates and the vehicle speed (vss) from the EKF and the OBD-II, respectively. Then, the linear Kalman filter converts the vehicle speed (vss) into the 3-D velocity information in the navigation frame of north-east-down (NED). Finally, the position estimation determines the vehicle position using the 3-D velocity information. As shown in Figure 1 , the localizer requires one EKF and one linear Kalman filter for the attitude estimation and the position estimation, respectively. This increases the complexity of the localizer. Figure 2 illustrates the process for the attitude estimation based on 6-axis IMU and GPS [11] . As depicted in Figure 2 , the 6-axis IMU includes the 3-D axis accelerometer and VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. The process for the attitude estimation based on 6-axis IMU and GPS. the 3-D axis gyroscope. In the attitude estimation, the EKF receives the inertial measurements and the course over ground from the 6-axis IMU and the GPS, respectively. Then, the EKF produces the attitude quaternion ( q) and the filtered quaternion ( q f ), which determine the vehicle attitude (roll/pitch/yaw). In Figure 2 , the course value is unavailable in the shadowing areas since the GPS signal is lost in the areas. Therefore, this attitude estimation is not suitable for the vehicles in shadowing areas. Figure 3 illustrates the process for the attitude estimation based on 9-axis IMU. As depicted in Figure 3 , the 9-axis IMU includes the 3-D axis accelerometer, the 3-D axis gyroscope, and the 3-D axis magnetometer. For the attitude estimation, the EKF receives the inertial measurements from the accelerometer, the gyroscope, and the magnetometer in the 9-axis IMU. Using the inertial information, the EKF generates the attitude quaternion. Then, the vehicle attitude (roll/pitch/yaw) is determined using the attitude quaternion. In a long-distance driving, the magnetometer frequently requires calibrations in order to produce accurate measurements. In the process of Figure 3 , the magnetometer needs to generate the measurements continuously. This implies that it is impossible to calibrate the magnetometer during a driving. Therefore, the attitude estimation is not suitable for a longdistance driving. Figure 4 illustrates the process for the proposed adaptive tracking estimator. As indicated in Figure 4 , the estimator uses only one EKF for vehicular localization. The EKF consists of one prediction model (state prediction) and three update models (pitch/roll update model, yaw update model, and position update model). The prediction model, the pitch/roll update model, the yaw update model, and the position update model are described in detail in sections III-A, III-B, III-C, and III-D, respectively.
B. ATTITUDE ESTIMAION BASED ON 6-AXIS IMU AND GPS
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III. PROPOSED ADAPTIVE TRACKING ESTIMATOR
In Figure 4 , the pitch/roll update and the yaw update models are associated with the vehicle attitude. The vehicle attitude is estimated using the quaternion approach [20] . As shown in Fig. 4 , the pitch/roll update and the yaw update models generate the attitude quaternion ( q) and the filtered quaternion ( q f ), respectively. In Figure 4 , the attitude quaternion is expressed as follows:
where q 0 is the scalar part, and q 1 , q 2 and q 3 are the vector parts. In Figure 4 , the filtered quaternion can be achieved as follows:
In (2), α denotes the coefficient of low-pass filter, and can be computed as follows:
where τ is the GPS sample time and t is the IMU sample time. In Figure 4 , − → ε B and − → ε N denote the gyroscope bias vectors in the body frame and the NED frame, respectively, and they are expressed as follows:
In Figure 4 , the position update model is associated with the vehicle position. It exploits the vehicle speed, which is achieved from the OBD-II. The position update model generates − → r N , − → v N , and − → a N , which denote the vehicle position vector, the vehicle velocity vector, and the vehicle acceleration vector, respectively in the NED frame, and they are expressed as follows:
The prediction model generates the state vector for the pitch/roll, the yaw, and the position estimations as illustrated in Figure 4 . The state vector X is defined as follows:
At the at the kth iteration, the a priori state vector X − k is generated as follows:
where F denotes the state transition matrix, and is given as follows:
In (7), X k−1 and W k−1 denote the state vector of (6) and the process noise vector, respectively at the (k − 1)th iteration.
In (8), t is the system time interval, and G 7×7 is defined as follows:
where ω x , ω y , and ω z are the x, y, and z components, respectively of the true gyroscope vector in the body frame. In (8), L v 6×6 and L a 6×6 are defined in (10) and (11), respectively as follows: 
From (7), the a priori error covariance matrix P − k is defined as follows:
where E[ ] denotes the operator of ensemble average. From (12) , the a priori covariance matrix P − k can iteratively be found as follows:
where Q k−1 denotes the covariance matrix of the process noise vector (W k−1 ), and is expressed as
In (13), P k−1 is the a posteriori covariance matrix at the (k − 1)th iteration, and can be achieved in the update models.
B. PITCH/ROLL UPDATE MODEL
In the update model for pitch/roll estimation, the observation vector Y PR k is expressed as follows:
where V PR k denotes the measurement noise vector for pitch/roll estimation. In (15) , Z PR_e denotes the estimated observation vector, and is given as follows:
In the update model, the measurement vector Z PR_m is defined as follows:
where a x , a y , and a z are the x, y, and z components, respectively of the acceleration vector in the body frame, which can be measured from the accelerometer. Using Z PR_e of (16), the pitch-roll observation matrix H PR can be found as follows:
Using (13) and (18), the Kalman gain matrix (K PR ) for the pitch/roll estimation can be achieved as follows:
where R PR k denotes the covariance matrix of the measurement noise vector (V PR k ), and is expressed as
Using (16), (17) , and (19), the pitch/roll update model generates the updated quaternion vector q = q 0 q 1 q 2 q 3 T at each iteration as follows:
where X k includes the updated quaternion vector at the kth iteration. Then, the a posteriori covariance matrix P k can be calculated using (13), (18), and (19) as follows:
Using the updated quaternion vector in (21), the pitch and the roll are estimated as follows:
(23)
C. YAW UPDATE MODEL
In the update model for yaw estimation, the observation vector Y yaw k is expressed as follows:
where V yaw k denotes the measurement noise vector for yaw estimation. In (24) , Z yaw_e denotes the estimated observation vector, and is given as follows:
In the update model, the measurement vector Z yaw_m is defined as follows:
where χ denotes the course over ground. In Figure 4 , the yaw update model selects the GPS course (χ) or the magnetometer measurements in order to estimate the yaw attitude. The selection is based on the shadowing condition. Figure 5 illustrates the yaw estimation procedure based on the shadowing condition. To determine the shadowing condition, the proposed tracking estimator uses the GPS recommended minimum sentence C (GPRMC) from the GPS. If the GPRMC indicates the valid status, the yaw update model directly uses the course over ground from the GPS for the yaw estimation. Otherwise, the yaw update model calculates the course over ground using the magnetometer measurements as well as the estimated pitch and roll values. Then, it estimates the yaw attitude using the computed course over ground. Using the GPRMC, the tracking estimator can adaptively select available information between the GPS and the magnetometer measurements. If the GPRMC indicates the valid GPS status, the GPS information is directly used for the course (χ) over ground in (26). Otherwise, χ can be calculated using the magnetometer measurements. For the calculation, X h and Y h are determined as follows [23] :
where θ and φ denote the pitch and the roll, respectively, and can be found in (23) . In (27), B x , B y , and B z are the x, y, and z components, respectively of the measurement vector in the body frame, which can be achieved from the magnetometer. Using (27), the course (χ ) over ground can be computed as follows [23] :
Using Z yaw_e of (25), the yaw observation matrix H yaw can be found as follows:
where the state vector X includes the filtered quaternion vector instead of the quaternion vector. Using (13) and (29), the Kalman gain matrix (K yaw ) for the yaw estimation can be achieved as follows:
where R yaw k denotes the covariance matrix of the measurement noise vector (V yaw k ), and is expressed as
Using (25), (26), and (30), the yaw update model updates the filtered quaternion vector q f = q f 0 q f 1 q f 2 q f 3 T at each iteration as follows:
where X k includes the filtered quaternion vector at the kth iteration. Then, the a posteriori covariance matrix P k can be calculated using (13), (29), and (30) as follows:
Using the filtered quaternion vector in (32), the yaw is estimated as follows: 
where V po k denotes the measurement noise vector for position estimation. In (35), Z po_e denotes the estimated observation vector, and is given as follows:
In the update model, the measurement vector Z po_m is defined as follows: 
where the elements of Z po_m can be found as follows: 
In (38), vss denotes a measured vehicle speed, which can be achieved from the OBD-II. In (39), a x , a y , and a z are the measured acceleration components from the accelerometer. In (38) and (39), the elements of the rotation matrix R b n [24] are used for the transformation of the body frame into the NED frame. The rotation matrix R b n is defined as follows [24] :
where s * and c * denote sin( * ) and cos( * ), and [ φ θ ψ ] are roll, pitch, and yaw angles, respectively. In (40), the roll/pitch angles and the yaw angle can be estimated using (23) and (34), respectively. Using Z po_e of (36), the position observation matrix H po can be found as follows:
Using (13) and (41), the Kalman gain matrix (K po ) for the position estimation can be computed as follows:
where R po k denotes the covariance matrix of the measurement noise vector (V po k ), and is expressed as
Using (36), (37), and (42), the position update model generates the updated position vector − → r N = [r n r e r d ] T at each iteration as follows:
where X k includes the updated position vector at the kth iteration. Then, the a posteriori covariance matrix P k can be calculated using (13), (41), and (42) as follows:
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulation results exhibit the effectiveness of the proposed adaptive tracking estimator. Figure 6 illustrates the real road environment for the verification of the presented adaptive tracking estimator. In Figure 6 , the solid line highlights the ground truth of the vehicle trajectory. As shown in Figure 6 , the vehicle trajectory includes two tunnels, where the vehicle suffers from the shadowing effect. Table 1 exhibits the values of the simulation parameters for the vehicle trajectory in the real road environment. For a longdistance simulation, we selected the long-distance trajectory of Figure 6 , whose total distance is 14.54 km. The two tunnels are used as the shadowing areas in the vehicle trajectory. The distances of tunnel 1 and tunnel 2 are 456 m and 112 m, respectively. In the simulation, the maximum speed of the vehicle is 67 km/h.
For the performance evaluation, the proposed adaptive tracking estimator (section III) is compared with the GPS-based estimator and the conventional localizer (section II-A). In this comparison, the GPS-based estimator fully relies on the GPS for the vehicle tracking. In this simulation, the conventional localizer just uses the attitude estimator based on the 6-axis IMU and the GPS, which is described in section II-B. We do not consider the attitude estimator based on the 9-axis IMU (section II-C) in the performance comparison since the estimator is not suitable for the long distance (14.54 km). Note that the available driving distance is less than 4 km in the 9-axis IMU case [10] . Even the proposed estimator has the same distance limitation if it relies on only the 9-axis IMU. However, the presented estimator adaptively selects one between the 6-axis IMU/GPS and the 9-axis IMU, which allows the long-distance (14.54 km) driving.
In this simulation, we evaluate the estimation performance in terms of the root mean-squared error (RMSE) between the ground-truth positions and the position estimates [10] . Table 2 exhibits a comparison of the RMSE performance for the GPS-based estimator, the conventional localizer (section II-A/II-B), and the proposed adaptive tracking estimator (section III). As shown in Table 2 , the proposed tracking estimator outperforms the GPS-based estimator and the conventional localizer in the aspect of RMSE performance. As indicated in the table, the GPS-based estimator renders the lowest estimation accuracy. Since the GPS-based estimator fully exploits the GPS signal, it is very susceptible to the shadowing condition. The conventional localizer has better RMSE performance than the GPS-based estimator. This is due to the fact that the localizer has some endurance time for the vehicle-attitude estimation even after the GPS signal is lost in the shadowing areas. However, the conventional localizer has worse RMSE performance than the proposed tracking estimator since the localizer eventually produces poor attitude estimates after the endurance time.
In addition to the RMSE evaluation, we compare the proposed tracking estimator (section III) with the GPS-based estimator and the conventional localizer (section II-A/II-B) in terms of the position estimates in Figure 7 and Figure 8 , respectively. estimation distortions when the vehicle enters the tunnels (shadowing areas). Note that the GPS-based estimator achieves the current position by adding the calculated distance to the previous position. Since the position estimates already include heavy errors in the tunnels, the GPS-based estimator does not produce accurate positions even after passing the tunnels in Figure 7 . In the case of adaptive tracking estimator, it estimates the vehicle attitude using the 6-axis IMU and the GPS if the GPRMC indicates a valid GPS status. However, the tracking estimator adaptively selects the attitude estimator based on the 9-axis IMU if the GPRMC reveals a non-valid GPS status. Since the tunnel distances are relatively short if compared with the entire distance, the proposed estimator never requires the magnetometer calibration during the shadowing interval. Therefore, the positon estimates of the adaptive tracking estimator are very close to the groundtruth positions in the long-distance driving. Figure 8 shows a comparison of the ground-truth positions, the position estimates of the conventional localizer, and the position estimates of the proposed adaptive tracking estimator. In Table 2 , the conventional localizer is superior to the GPS-based estimator. However, Figure 8 reveals that the conventional localizer still exhibits profound estimation distortions in the tunnels. Since the endurance time is relatively short if compared with the driving time in the tunnels, the localizer eventually generates poor attitude estimates in the shadowing areas, which causes the noticeable distortions. Note that the conventional localizer utilizes the EKF, which updates the current filtered quaternion from the previous filtered quaternion. Since the GPS information (course over ground) is unavailable in the tunnels, the filtered quaternion estimates already include heavy errors in the tunnels. Therefore, the conventional localizer does not generate accurate positions even after passing the tunnels in Figure 8 .
V. CONCLUSION
We propose an adaptive tracking estimator for reliable vehicular localization in shadowing areas. The presented tracking estimator exploits the 6-axis IMU and the GPS in order to achieve the vehicle attitude in non-shadowing areas. In the cases of shadowing areas, the suggested tracking estimator relies on the 9-axis IMU for the attitude estimation. According to the shadowing condition, the proposed tracking estimator adaptively selects the appropriate attitude estimation approach. The adaptive tracking estimator determines the shadowing condition using the GPRMC. Since the novel tracking estimator just exploits the magnetometer of the 9-axis IMU only in rare shadowing areas, it is very suitable for a long-distance driving. Unlike the conventional localizer, the adaptive tracking estimator relies on one EKF for the estimations of vehicle attitude and position. This contributes to the simplified complexity of the proposed tracking estimator.
Simulation results show that the adaptive tracking estimator is superior to the GPS-based estimator and the conventional localizer. The RMSE results also confirm that the proposed tracking estimator outperforms the GPS-based estimator and the conventional localizer. Furthermore, the simulation guarantees that the adaptive tracking estimator is very suitable for the long-distance driving of the trajectory route, which includes the shadowing areas such as tunnels. This reveals that the proposed tracking estimator is very applicable to autonomous vehicle systems.
